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‘Timely, interesting and noble’
COMEDY CENTRAL

‘The most inclusive, diverse comedy night 
we’ve seen…and certainly the funniest

TIME OUT
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LEMON. Comedy is a global 
comedy showcase that aims to 
promote diverse voices in 
stand-up, and comedy with a 
cathartic flavour. 

We celebrate comedians of 
colour;  

female-identifying & gender 
non-binary comedians;  

Indigenous comedians; 
comedians from the LGBTQ+ 
community;  

comedians living with mental 
illness, 

& comedians living with 
disability.  

A night at Lemon is fresh, sharp, 
thought-provoking. Sometimes 
confronting, but always 
hilarious. 
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The Lemon Mission 
• Celebrate diversity and inclusivity. Help amplify the voices of anyone who may ever have 

felt marginalised (and work to remedy missteps in this regard along the way) 

• Present diverse, thought-provoking material, as well as billings. Comedy that’s cathartic for 
the comic and the audience, with the potential to become a forum for social change. 

• Lemon exists to champion people who may have felt marginalised in comedy, but also to 
celebrate a flavour of comedy that can be a little sharper, not always sugary sweet. Still 

hilarious, but sometimes confronting - with the potential to leave you thinking differently 
about the world as you board the bus home.  

•  Through making people laugh out loud at comedy from diverse perspectives, and some of 
life’s harder-to-swallow stories - and whether it’s helping remove the stigma around mental 

illness, or educating people about what it’s really like to live with a disability,  we aim to 
show that comedy is the best mirror, as well as the best medicine. 

• Ambition to roll out into other cities, to become a global brand that celebrates diversity 
and can be a catalyst for discussion. Plans to expand to Sydney & Canada. 

• Why now? 1) It taps into a recent rise in comedy that tackles hard-hitting subject matter - 
Hannah Gadsby & Richard Gadd were stand-outs show at this year’s MICF. 2) In the advent 

of fake news, comedy arguably becomes one of the only reliable sources of truth.  

Lemon Values 
• Respect - just because a comic is from a minority group doesn’t mean their set can be 

bashing another group. Material must always be inclusive, not offensive. 

• Strive to curate comedians from diverse backgrounds – but never describe the acts as such, 
or calling them out for their point of ‘difference’ – their comic talent and accolades must 

always be the focus in any blurb or host’s intro. 

• Continual improvement/learning. Welcoming public feedback into bettering event. 

• Accessible to all. No-one turned away due to lack of funds.  

• Develop, encourage new, fresh talent - the headliners support the younger  

talent in the mixed-level billing – e.g DeAnne Smith on same billing as newcomer Ahn Tu.  

• Grassroots – collaborate with and build up local artists, illustrators (event poster, art, DJs). • 
Existing relationships with Gaggle, School of Hard Knocks and Angel Comedy. Potential 

partnerships with School of Comedy, Edinburgh & Melbourne Comedy Festival. 

•  Eventually we’ll set up ‘Lemon-AID’ - a mentorship scheme where we pair up-and-coming, 
under-privileged comedians with those at the top of their game. Lemon facilitates this as a 

way of encouraging diversity from the ground up. 
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“Comedy is  

medicine, 

not 

coloured 

sweeties  

to  

rot  

the  

teeth  

with,”  

Trevor  

Griffiths 



Billed as a ‘Comic PS’ just after the  
Melbourne International Comedy Festival 

Showcased the freshest, boldest picks  
from the MICF and local comedy circuit 

 A top-notch lineup of comics - some you've 
heard of, some you've haven't 

Sold out in pre-sale, had to turn people away 
on the night after maxing out 80 capacity 

Great reviews in traditional & social media 

Warm, receptive, high-energy room. Held in a 
queer/sex positive bookshop in the heart of 

Fitzroy – Melbourne's hippest area 

Lemons #1 & #2,   
May & June 2017  

Melbourne, Australia
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“Comedy clubs can sometimes  
be scary. But we’re all safe here!” 

Click to watch clip of  
Barry-nominee  

DeAnne Smith headlining Lemon #1 

GB
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTifX3BFvlA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTifX3BFvlA%20%0D
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTifX3BFvlA
https://www.youtube.com/


Deadly Funny host Shiralee Hood

(Click to play clip

MICF Character comedian Isabel Angus

Host & Co-Producer, Ievy Stamatov

Raw Comedy’s Ahn-Tu Raw Comedy’s Alastair Baldwin

SBS & Comedy Central’s Dilruk Jayasinha

The Leak’s Pam Rana

MICF’s Eve Ellenbogun
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTcJVgtYEjY
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Triple R’s Geraldine Hickey

Golden Gibbo nominee Laura Davis

Deadly Funny finalist Kimberley Lovegrove

Host & Co-Producer, Ievy Stamatov

Golden Gibbo nominee Laura Davis

Channel 10’s Michael Shafar

ABC’s Dane Simpson
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Text

play clip

https://youtu.be/FLIvkjyicZg


lemon

MICF’s Cait Johnson ABC Radiotonic’s Thomas Banks
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Click to play ABC radio interview 

Click to play podcast  
on SYN Radio
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http://abc.net.au/radionational/programs/drawingroom/lemon-comedy/8594666
https://soundcloud.com/lorelei-mathias/lemon-comedy-interview
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Lemon London

An equally diverse, equally stellar line-up,  
this time at the renowned, much-loved London comedy 

venue Bill Murray/Angel Comedy Islington 

Curated from a mix of local clubs and the freshest, sharpest 
comics from Edinburgh International Comedy Festival 2017. 

Another ‘comic P.S.’ one week after the festival closes.  

National media coverage, and social media buzz 

Globally synchronised relaunch. Plans are afoot to do  an 
international Valentines Day Lemon Singles Comedy night 

LDN on the same week as the 3rd Lemon event in MEL
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The future of lemon
Lemon has expanded to London. Sydney is next.  Then maybe Edinburgh and Brighton. We’d like to 

keep going - in New York, LA, and anywhere we can worldwide.  Also:

‘Lemon-AID’ - a mentorship scheme - pair up-and-coming, under-privileged comedians with 
those at the top of their game.

Seek out partnerships - with training schools and charities like Scope and Mind

Build a Youtube channel - invest in production budgets of our sister project, Melon Comedy - 
filmed sketches for Youtube, championing a diverse roster of comic talent from our shows. 

see more at fb.com/meloncomedy

Build our community online, and build a website 

Showcases in Comedy festivals - from Melbourne to Montreal to Leicester - ensuring we have a 
presence around the world

On-stage sign language interpreters

PR - Work to get more national media coverage, and social media buzz, to grow community

Globally synchronised comedy nights in different cities, 
to drive home diversity as a global issue



That’s our time, thank you
Thanks for being a lovely audience.   

We’d love Lemon to become a global symbol that celebrates diverse, thought-provoking, cathartic comedy, online and IRL.  

What started out as an idealistic dream between two strangers on a train in Melbourne has now grown into a community of over 
350 fans, with a core team of 7 people working across London, Melbourne, Toronto and Sydney, and beyond. 

To help host a Lemon, or to discuss other ways to spread the laughter far and wide, please get in touch.  
  

Or you can follow us on the socials at  

facebook.com/lemoncomedy & twitter.com/lemoncomedy 

@Lorelei Mathias -  
(British author,  

Chortle reviewer, 
producer  

& co-founder) 

loreleimathias@gmail.com 

+44 7930 133 504

@IevyStamatov -  
Canadian stand-up,  

host, producer  
& co-founder 

IevyStamatov@gmail.com 
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http://facebook.com/lemoncomedy
http://www.loreleimathias.com
mailto:loreleimathias@gmail.com
mailto:IevyStamatov@gmail.com


“It's a fantastic 
line-up, and we're 
very keen to see 
more diversity 

across culture in 
Melbourne, 

Sydney,  
Australia – the 

world.” 

Rose 
Johnstone, 

Editor,  
Time Out 
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"Stand-up comedy has long 
been characterised by a lack 
of minority representation and 
there is an apparent need for 
diversification in this 
space. Comedy today is still 
dominated by a white cis 
heteronormative male 
narrative.  

Truly representative comedy 
comforts the afflicted and 
afflicts the comforted. It's 
constructive. It challenges the 
status quo.  

Plus, I think we're all a little 
tired of dick jokes.” 

Ievy Stamatov, Co-Founder, 
Lemon Comedy 


